
It is rocket science
Physics of eCommerce



Let’s Boldly Go… On a Journey

• Bio
• Physics of space shuttle take off
• Physics of scaling e-commerce brands
• Intense speculation
• Galaxy of Revelation



I’m Mitch Lowe….



I’m Matthew Luhn….



I’m Doug Crowe



I’m Doug Crowe



My Background



Shopify Plus



Clients generated over $1billion ecommerce revenue



Clients generated over $1billion ecommerce revenue



Merchant Acceleration

• What are top e-commerce performers doing differently?

• How can we leverage what we see, and teach these principles to a 
broader audience?

• Research & structured educational content.



Our Latest Discovery



There are a set of laws that apply to all 
businesses. These laws explain a businesses 
success or failure.



Newtons 3 Laws



Discovering These Principles

My desire for taking things too far…



Making This Presentation



First Principle Thinking



Everyone’s Doing It…



First Principles Thinking 

“First principles is kind of a 
physics way of looking at the 
world. 

You boil things down to the 
most fundamental truths and 
say, 

“What are we sure is true?” 
… and then reason up from 
there.”



First Principles Thinking 

“Somebody could say, 
“Battery packs are really 
expensive and that’s just the 
way they will always be… 

Historically, it has cost $600 
per kilowatt hour. 

It’s not going to be much 
better than that in the future.”



First Principles Thinking 

With first principles, you say, 

“What are the material 
constituents of the batteries? 
How much do they cost on 
the London Materials 
Exchange?

…Turns out its $80 per 
kilowatt-hour.” 



First Principles Thinking 

“It’s like $80 per kilowatt 
hour. 

So clearly you just need to 
think of clever ways to take 
those materials and combine 
them into the shape of a 
battery cell and you can have 
batteries that are much, 
much cheaper than anyone 
realizes.”





A journey of first principles. 



The Physics of e-commerce

How Newton’s 3 laws can help you grow 
(or shrink) your business.



Exhibit A: Escape Earth’s Atmosphere.



Exhibit B: Escape the Struggle of Growing



The Unfortunate Truth



The Unfortunate Truth



Newton’s 1st Law

Objects at rest will 
stay at rest and 
objects in motion will 
stay in motion, 
unless acted upon 
by an unbalanced 
force.



Exhibit A

Objects at rest will 
stay at rest and 
objects in motion will 
stay in motion, 
unless acted upon 
by an unbalanced 
force.



Exhibit B



Objects In Motion Will Stay In Motion



Objects In Motion Will Stay In Motion



Newton’s 2nd Law

Force = Mass x 
Acceleration

or

Acceleration = Force 
/ Mass 



Acceleration = Force / Mass



Acceleration = Force / Mass



Acceleration

The change in speed over time.

In e-commerce, the change in revenue over time. 

Positive or Negative.



E-commerce Force

• Force is visibility.

• How many people are 
seeing your offer?

• Visitors



E-commerce Mass

• Mass is effort.

• How hard is it to buy your 
product?

• The harder it is, the more 
force is required. 

• High price, undesirable 
product, lack of trust…

•Opposite of mass is Desire.



Desire, The Opposite of Mass

• Conversion rate

• Lifetime Value

Measured by: 

Revenue Per User



Acceleration = Force / Mass

Acceleration = 

Visitors/Users

* 

Revenue Per User



Note on Revenue Per User

A number that is the sum of your conversion rate (% of people who 
make a purchase) and your average order value ($ spent per order) 
or your customer lifetime value.

The single most important number for predicting high performing e-
commerce businesses. 



Revenue Per User Example 1

Visitors: 100,000

Conversion rate: 1%

Average order value: $500

Purchase frequency: 1 per year

Revenue Per User: $5



Revenue Per User Example 2

Visitors: 100,000

Conversion rate: 1%

Average order value: $100

Purchase frequency: 5 per year

Revenue Per User: $5





Newton’s 3rd Law



Drag increases with speed



Drag (friction) in ecommerce

• Supply Chain / Demand 
Management

• Fulfillment / warehouse 
issues

• Product recalls 

• Employee turnover

• Competition



Mass decreases over time 



Mass decrease in e-commerce 

• Data/Optimization/
Feedback

• Brand recognition

• Loyal customers

• Word of mouth

• Organic press

• Brand assets (followers, 
subscribers etc)



Reducing E-commerce Mass

• Reduce your price.

• Increase desirability with 
better photos, product copy, 
reviews…

• Make the experience easier/
cleaner.

• Scarcity / Urgency.



If we’re lucky… or smart 



The desired destination is a choice



Takeoff Observations



Required effort vs results (Macro + Micro Scale)



Example



RPV Speedometer



RPV Speedometer



Reducing E-commerce Mass



Reducing E-commerce Mass By 239%





Physics in Action
A.K.A. Intense Speculation 



Intense Speculation

•  I don’t know these guys.

• I do know they sold their 
business for $1billion dollars 
after 5 years.

• I can google things.



Rocket Fuel



Makes a lot of money but is not profitable



Required effort vs results



Rocket Fuel



Sacrificing Short Term Profit



Required effort vs results 



Hyper growth usually means to scale at a loss.



Typical journey is: 

Scale at a loss, grow as fast as possible, then 
transition to profitability, or sell your business. 



Decreasing Mass at Scale



Decreasing Mass With First Principles

• Data/Optimization/
Feedback

• Loyal customers (Revenue 
Per User)



TBT to 1997

• 30 employees

• $2.5million seed funding

•  Pay Per Rent Online DVDs 
(e-commerce) business. 



1999

• Introduced subscription.

• Decreased ‘Mass’ by 
increasing the revenue per 
user. 



2006

• Embracing feedback.

• New Logo (switched in 
2000).

• Introduces online streaming.

• Continually decreasing 
mass by adapting to 
customers. 

• The rate of mass they 
reduce is the rate of growth 



2012-2015 - Rocket Fuel - World Domination



2012-2015 - Rocket Fuel - World Domination



2012-2015 - Rocket Fuel - World Domination



You May Be Thinking

“Well Doug, this is great and 
all, but I’m in e-commerce. 
It’s nothing like Netflix.”



My Response

“Wasn’t Amazon just an e-
commerce business too?”



What it means… 



Start with first principles.

Challenge things. 





Decrease mass by  finding ways
to increase your revenue per user. 



Relentlessly pursue feedback, and act on it 
accordingly. 



Not every space ship makes it out of earths 
atmosphere, but every astronaut has to be 

bold. 





Thank you


